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For any continuous and 2p-periodic function f , the GW condition is known to
be necessary and sufficient for the everywhere convergence of the Fourier series of
w xf ( g for every homeomorphism g of yp , p with itself. It is shown that we may
replace the continuous functions in this result by those which have right and left
limits at each point. Q 1997 Academic Press
Let us consider real functions of period 2p . By a change of variable in
such a function f we mean its composition with a homeomorphism g of
w xyp , p with itself. For continuous f there is a condition GW which is
necessary and sufficient to guarantee that the Fourier series of f ( g
converges everywhere for every homeomorphism g. Here we show that
this GW condition characterizes those regulated functions whose Fourier
series converge everywhere for every change of variable. By a regulated
function we mean a function f with right and left limits at each point. For
1 . w  .  .xour purposes it is reasonable to assume that f x s f xq q f xy2
w xfor every x g yp , p , since, if the Fourier series of f converges at x, it
converges to this value.
wThe condition GW is stated in terms of systems of intervals at a point 1,
x  4  .2, 3 . Let k be a sequence of positive integers such that lim k rn sn nª` n
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0. For each n let I , m s 1, 2, . . . , k , be disjoint closed intervals suchn, m n
that, for each n, I is to the left of I . Let there be a real x suchn, my1 n, m
 .that for every e ) 0 there is an N such that I ; x, x q e whenevern, m
 4n ) N. Then the collection I s I : n s 1, 2, . . . ; m s 1, 2, . . . , k isn, m n
 .called a right system of inter¨ als at x . A left system is defined similarly. For
any such system I we write
kn f I .n , i w xa I s , where f a, b s f b y f a . .  .  . .n iis1
We say that f is GW, or that f satisfies the condition GW when
 .lim a I s 0 for e¨ery right and left system.nª` n
 :1
We will first show that if a regulated function f is GW, then the Fourier
series of f converges everywhere. Since the condition GW is preserved by
a change of variable, the Fourier series of f ( g will converge for every
w xchange of variable. This has been established previously 4 , but the
present argument introduces a technique which will be useful in establish-
 .  .  .  .  .ing the converse. Let f t s f x q t y f xq and c t s f x y t y
 .  .  .f xy . S x; f will denote the nth partial sum of the Fourier series, S f ,n
of a function f at the point x.
We will prove three lemmas from which our result will follow.
w xLEMMA 1. If f is regulated with period 2p and x g 0, 2p , then there
exists a sequence d o 0 such that lim nd s ` andn nª` n
p psin nt sin nt
lim f t dt s lim c t dt s 0. .  .H Ht tnª` nª`d dn n
Proof. For a fixed D ) 0,k
p psin nt sin nt
f t dt and c t dt .  .H Ht tD Dk k
tend to 0 as n ª ` by the Riemann]Lebesgue Lemma.
Choosing D o 0, for k s 1, 2, . . . , there exists N such that n ) Nk k k
implies
p psin nt sin nt
f t dt - D and c t dt - D . .  .H Hk kt tD Dk k
 4Now if m is an increasing sequence of integers with m ) N , we mayk k k
 xset d s D for n g m , m . We may choose m increasing so rapidlyn k k kq1 k
that ` s lim D m F lim nd .k ª` k k nª` n
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Thus there exists a sequence d o 0, with lim nd s `, such thatn nª` n
p psin nt sin nt
lim f t dt s lim c t dt s 0. .  .H Ht tnª` nª`d dn n
An elementary but useful mean value theorem for integrals asserts that
w xif g is a non-negative integrable function on a, b and f is continuous,
 .then there is a u g a, b such that
b b
f u g t dt s f t g t dt. .  .  .  .H H
a a
w xIt has recently been observed 5 that this result has an equally useful
extension to regulated f. We need not assume for this result that
1 . w  .  .xf t s f tq q f ty . Let2
f t s max f tq , f ty and f t s min f tq , f ty . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .
The result is the
w xINTEGRAL MEAN VALUE THEOREM. If f is regulated on a, b and g is
w x  .non-negati¨ e and integrable on a, b , then there is a u g a, b such that
b bÏf u g t dt s f t g t dt , .  .  .  .H H
a a
Ï . w  .  .xwhere f u g f u , f u .
 .  .  .If f t s  f t , f t regulated, the sum being finite, then there is ai i
 .u g a,b such that
b bÏf u g t dt s f t g t dt. .  .  .  . H Hi
a a
Ï .With this result in mind we introduce the symbol  f , k, n, x q u to
denote
k 1 2 ip 2 i y 1 p .Ï Ïf q x q u y f q x q u , n n /  /i n nis1
Ï .  . w where u g 0, prn , f jprn q x q u is in the interval f jprn q x qn n
.  .xu , f jprn q x q u , andn n
k 1 2 ip 2 i y 1 p .Ï Ï2 f q x q u y f q x q u n n /  /i n nis1
kp 1 t q 2 ip t q 2 i y 1 p .
s f x q y f x q sin t dt.H  /  /i n n0 1
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To see that this last equation is meaningful, let
t q 2 ip
f x q s a t , .i /n
t q 2 i y 1 p .
f x q s b t , .i /n
and
a t y b t s c t . .  .  .i i i
 .Applying the mean value theorem above, we see that there is a u g 0, prn
such that
kp 1 1
c t sin t dt s 2 c u . .  .Ï H i i /i i0 is1
 .  .  .  . w x  .Now c u s t c u q 1 y t c u for some t g 0, 1 . Note that c uÏi i i i
 .  .  .is one of c uq and c uy and c u is the other. Suppose, for example,i i i
 .that c s c uq . Theni i
c u s t a uq y b uq q 1 y t a uy y b uy .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ïi i i i i
s t a uq y 1 y t a uy y t b uq q 1 y t b uy .  .  .  .  .  .i i i i
Ïs a u y b u . .  .Ïi i
w xLEMMA 2. For e¨ery regulated function f and e¨ery x g 0, p there exists
 4  4a sequence u with 0 - u - prn and a sequence of integers k withn n n
 .lim k s `, lim k rn s 0 such thatnª` n nª` n
p sin nt 1 Ïf t dt and f , k , n , x q u are equicon¨ ergent .  .H nt p0
 .and the analogous statement for c t holds.
Proof. With d as in Lemma 1, we may assume that prn - d for alln n
n. We write
p psin nt prn dn
f t dt s ??? q ??? q ??? .H H H Ht0 0 prn dn
s I q II q III .
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III ª 0 as n ª ` by Lemma 1. Now
sin ntprn
< <I s f x q t y f xq dt .  .H t0
p
F sup f x q t y f xq ? ? n s o 1 as n ª `. .  .  .
n .tg 0, prn
 .We now choose N even so that 0 F d y N q 1 prn F 2prn. Thenn
 . dNq1 prn nII s ??? q ???H H
 .prn Nq1 prn
s II q II1 2
and
sin ntdnII s f x q t y f xq dt .  .H2 t .Nq1 prn
n N q 1 p .
F sup f x q t y f xq d y .  . nN q 1 p n . xtg 0, dn
2
F sup f x q t y f xq .  .
N q 1  xtg 0, dn
1
s o s o 1 as n ª `. . /N q 1
We now consider II ;1
sin nt .Nq1 prn
II s f x q t y f xq dt .  .H1 tprn
N sin nt .iq1 prns f x q t y f xq dt .  . H tiprnis1
iNp t q ip y1 sin t .
s f x q y f xq dt. .H  /n t q ip0 is1
  . .  .If we let a s f x q t q ip rn y f xq , theni
iNp y1 sin t .
II s a dtH1 i t q ip0 is1
Np a aiq1 is * y sin t dt ,H  /t q i q 1 p t q ip .0 is1
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where * indicates summation over odd i. Now
a a a y a paiq1 i iq1 i iy s y .
t q i q 1 p t q ip t q i q 1 p t q ip t q i q 1 p .  .  .  . .
Thus
Np a y aiq1 i
II s * sin t dtH1 t q i q 1 p .0 is1
Np pa iy * sin t dtH t q ip t q i q 1 p .  . .0 is1
s II X q IIY .1 1
Now
Np pa iYII s * sin t dt .H1 t q ip t q i q 1 p .  . .0 is1
The integrand above is bounded in absolute value by
N ` `5 5p a 1 a 2 f 1`i iF F .  2 2ip i q 1 p p pi i .  . .is1 is1 is1
Further, we have
N Npa ai i
* sin t F  2t q ip t q i q 1 p i .  . .is1 is1
N N0 a ai is q . 2 2i iis1 isN q10
N  < < 2 . 5 5 `  2 .Given e ) 0,  a ri - 2 f  1ri - e for an`isN q1 i isN q10 0N0  < < 2 . N0  <  . .appropriate choice of N . Also  a ri s  f x q t q ip rn y0 is1 i is1
 . < 2 . N  < < 2 .f xq ri ª 0 as n ª ` for every t. Thus  a ri ª 0 as n ª `,is1 i
and hence IIY ª 0 by the dominated convergence theorem.1
We now turn our attention to
Np a y a .iq1 iXII s * sin t dt.H1 t q i q 1 p . .0 is1
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We consider the expression
a y a a y a yt a y a .iq1 i iq1 i iq1 iy s
t q i q 1 p i q 1 p t q i q 1 p i q 1 p .  .  .  . .
p a y aiq1 iF 2 2i q 1 p .
1
- a y a .iq1 i2
p i q 1 .
So
Np a y a a y aiq1 i iq1 i
* y sin t dtH  /t q i q 1 p i q 1 p .  .0 is1
Np1 1
- * a y a sin t dtH iq1 i2p 0 i q 1 .is1
Np1 1
F a dt.H i2p i0 is1
5 5 `  2 .The integrand above is bounded by 2 f  1ri , and thus the inte-` is1
gral approaches zero by the argument used for IIY. We may now write1
Np a y aiq1 i
II s * sin t dt q o 1 .H1 i q 1 p .0 is1
Np1 1 t q i q 1 p .
s * f x qH  /p i q 1 n0 is1
t q ip
yf x q sin t dt q o 1 . . /n
Ï .Proceeding as we did when we defined the symbol  f , k, n, x q u , we
see that
N2 1 i q 1 p ip .Ï ÏII s * f x q u q y f x q u q1 n n / /p i q 1 n n .is1
q o 1 .
 .for a u g 0, prn .n
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w  .  . xLet I denote the interval x q u q 2 i y 1 prn, x q u q 2 i prn .n, i n n
Then the above becomes
Nr2 Nr2 Ï2 1 1 f I .n , iÏII s f I q o 1 s q o 1 . .  .  . 1 n , ip 2 i p iis1 is1
Thus with k s Nr2 we haven
p sin nt 1 Ïf t dt and f , k , n , x q u .  .H nt p0
 .equiconvergent, as desired. The argument for c t is similar.
 4k nIt should be noted that the intervals I , with n fixed, are disjointn, i is1
 4and, therefore, the collection of intervals I is a system.n, i
We now show
LEMMA 3. If f is GW then
kn Ïf I .n , i ª 0 as n ª ` iis1
Ï 4  .  .  .  .for e¨ery system I . Here f x s t f xq q 1 y t f xy for any t gn, i
w x0, 1 , t independent of x.
k n Ïw x   . .Proof. Let I s a , b and suppose that  f I ri ) D ) 0n, i n, i n, i is1 n, i
 4`for all n in some subsequence n .j js1
 4Consider I for a particular j and writen , ij
w xa , b s I s I .i i i n , ij
Then
Ï Ï Ïf I s f b y f a . .  .  .i i i
Given h ) 0 such that
knj 1
h - Dr2, i1
w X X x X Xwe can find intervals a , b disjoint, with a and b very close to a and b ,i i i i i i
respectively, so that
X X Ïf b y f a ) f I y h . .  .  .i i i
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Ï X .To see this, consider f b . If, by choosing b close to b we cannot havei i i
X Ï X .  .f b G f b , then we must be able to choose b so thati i i
X Ïf b G f b y hr2. .  .i i
 X4n j w X X x4Analogous reasoning applies to a . I s a , b can be made disjointi i is1 i i
< X < < X <if a y a and b y b are small enough. Doing this for each j we have ai i i i
system
I X N j s 1, 2, . . . , i s 1, 2, . . . , k 4n , i nj j
such that
k Xnj f I .n , ij
) Dr2, j s 1, 2, . . . , iis1
implying that f is not GW.
From Lemmas 2 and 3 we now see that if a regulated function f is GW
then
p psin nt sin nt
f t dt ª 0 and c t dt ª 0 as n ª `. .  .H Ht t0 0
1w x  . w  .  .xNow for any x g 0, 2p , noting that f x s f xq q f xy ,2
p1 sin nt
S x ; f y f x s f x q t y f x dt q o 1 .  .  .  .  .Hn p typ
p p1 sin nt 1 sin nt
s f t dt q c t dt q o 1 .  .  .H H
p t p t0 0
s o 1 as n ª `, .
if f is a regulated function with the GW property, i.e., the Fourier series of
 .f at x converges to f x .
w xIf g were any homeomorphism of yp , p onto itself, then f ( g would
be a regulated function with period 2p which would satisfy the GW
condition if f did. Thus: If a regulated function f of period 2p satisfies the
 .GW condition, then S f ( g con¨erges e¨erywhere for e¨ery homeomorphism
w xg of yp , p onto itself.
 :2
 .We now show that if f is such that there is a right or left system at a
 .point x for which lim a I / 0, then there is a homeomorphism gnª` n
such that the Fourier series of f ( g diverges at x. We assume, as we may,
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 .that I is a right system, x s 0, f 0 s 0, and for some finite a ) 0,
 .lim sup a I G a .nª` n
Without loss of generality we may assume that the endpoints of the
intervals of I are points of continuity of f , for if they were not, we could
 4``adjust'' the endpoints to yield such a system. To see this consider I ,n, i
w xi s 1, 2, . . . , k , for a particular n and one of these intervals I s a, b .n n, i0
If b is not a point of continuity of f , replace b by b9, a point of continuity
 .   .  .4close to b so that f b9 is close enough to max f bq , f by that
 .  .f b9 ) f b . If a is a point of discontinuity, we then make a similar
 .  .  .adjustment to find a point of continuity a9 so that f b9 y f a9 ) f b y
 .f a . We select the endpoints of the new interval so close to the endpoints
of the original interval that the intervals remain disjoint.
The following lemma is an essential tool for our construction.
 4LEMMA 4. Let k be a sequence of integers with the propertiesn
 .  4lim k s ` and lim k rn s 0. There is a sequence e , 0 - e -nª` n nª` n n n
 .prn, such that for e¨ery regulated function h with h 0q s 0, there exists
 .u g 0, prn y e such thatn n
sin nt 1 .2 k q1 prnn Ïh t dt and H u are equicon¨ ergent , .  .H n nt p0
 . k n  .w  .   . .xwhere H t s  1ri h t q 2 iprn y h t q 2 i y 1 prn , for 0 Fn is1
Ï  .t F prn y e and H u is chosen to satisfy the integral mean-¨ alue theoremn n n
 .  .when H t is integrated against the function g t s sin nt o¨er the inter¨ aln
w x0, prn y e .n
Proof. We write
sin nt sin nt . prn2 k q1 prnn h t dt s h t dt .  .H Ht t0 0
2k n sin nt .iq1 prnq h t dt . H tiprnis1
s P q Q.
Now
sin ntprn
< <P s h t dt .H t0
p
F sup h t n .
n .tg 0, prn
s p sup h t .
 .tg 0, prn
s o 1 as n ª `. .
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We also have
2k n sin nt .iq1 prn
Q s h t dt . H tiprnis1
2k n p t q ip sin t q ip .
s h dt H  /n t q ip .0is1
i2k np y1 t q ip .
s sin t h dtH  /t q ip n0 is1
pyh pn
s ??? q ???H H
0 pyhn
s Q9 q R ,
 .where h g 0, p will be chosen presently.n
We observe that
i2k np y1 t q ip .
< <R s sin t h dtH  /t q ip npyhn is1
2k n1 1
2F h sup h t .n p i   . .tg 0, 2 k q1 prnis1 n
1
2F h 1 q log 2k sup h t . .  .n np   . .tg 0, 2 k q1 prnn
  .1r2 .If we now choose h s O 1r log k , thenn n
< <R F C sup h t s o 1 as n ª `, .  .
  . .tg 0, 2 k q1 prnn
so we have
sin nt .2 k q1 prnn h t dt s Q9 q o 1 . .  .H t0
We may write
knpyh 1 t q 2 ipn
Q9 s sin t hH  /t q 2 ip n0 is1
1 t q 2 i y 1 p .
y h dt /t q 2 i y 1 p n .
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and the sum in the integrand may be written as
kn 1 t 2 ip t 2 i y 1 p .
h q y h q  /  /t q 2 ip n n n nis1
kn p t 2 i y 1 p .
y h q  /t q 2 ip t q 2 i y 1 p n n .  . .is1
s S q S .1 2
To estimate S ,2
kn1 1
S F sup h t .2 p 2 i 2 i y 1 .  .   . .tg 0, 2 k q1 prnis1 n
F C sup h t .
  . .tg 0, 2 k q1 prnn
s o 1 as n ª `. .
Turning to S , we observe that1
1 1 t t 1
y s F F2 2 2t q 2 ip 2 ip t q 2 ip 2 ip 4 i p 4 i p .  .
since 0 F t F p . So if we replace t q 2 ip by 2 ip in the denominators of
the terms of S , the error is less than1
C sup h t s o 1 as n ª `. .  .
  . .tg 0, 2 k q1 prnn
We now have
kn1 1 2 ip .pyh rnnQ9 s h t qH  /2p i n0 is1
2 i y 1 p .
yh t q n sin nt dt q o 1 . . / /n
 .We see that the function in the parentheses is H t . We observe that Hn n
is a regulated function and therefore we may apply the integral mean-value
theorem to the above integral to obtain
1 ÏQ9 s 1 q cos h H u q o 1 , .  .  .n n n2p
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 .where u satisfies 0 - u - p y h rn. If we now replace 1 q cos h by 2n n n n
we introduce an error bounded by
1
2Ï1 y cos h H u F Ch log k sup h t . .  .  .n n n n n2p   . .tg 0, 2 k q1 prnn
 .   .1r2 .This last quantity is o 1 since h s O 1r log k . We now haven n
sin nt 1 .2 k q1 prnn Ïh t dt s H u q o 1 . .  .  .H n nt p0
1r2  . .Letting e s h rn s O 1rn log k , we have the desired result.n n n
w X xWe now proceed with the construction of g. Let I s t , t forn, i n, i n, i
 .I g I. We first choose a large m so that a I ) ar2 and we have,n, i 1 m1
 X .for some b g t , p and sufficiently close to p ,1 m , k1 m1
p sin m t 11
f ( g t dt - , .  .H t 2 .2 k q1 prmm 11
w . xwhere g is the increasing linear function mapping 2k q 1 prm , pm 11w xonto b , p . To see that such a choice of m and b is possible we note1 1 1
that
p sin m t1
f ( g t dt .  .H t .2 k q1 prmm 11
p sin m t1F f py dt . H t .2 k q1 prmm 11
p sin m t1q f py y f ( g t dt .  .  .H t .2 k q1 prmm 11
p sin m t1F f py dt . H t .2 k q1 prmm 11
p 1
q sup f py y f t dt .  . H t .2 k q1 prm . m 1tg b , p 11
p sin m t1F f py dt . H t .2 k q1 prmm 11
q sup f py y f t C log m . .  . 1
 .tg b , p1
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The first term can be made small by choosing m large and, for any choice1
of m , the second term will be small if b is sufficiently close to p . We set1 1
2 i y 1 p 2 ip .
Xg s t , g s t i s 1, 2, . . . , k .m , i m , i m1 1 1 / /m m1 1
 4Let e be the sequence determined in Lemma 4. Let g be linear onn
w  . xeach interval iprm , i q 1 prm y e , i s 1, 2, . . . , 2k and on each1 1 m m1 1w xinterval iprm y e , iprm , i s 1, 2, . . . , 2k q 1, and let g be contin-1 m 1 m1 1w xuous and increasing on prm , p . The slope of g on each interval1
w  . xiprm , i q 1 prm y e is chosen so small that1 1 m1




 .for every u g 0, prm y e .1 m1
Suppose we have defined m - m - ??? - m and a homeomorphism1 2 r
w x w x  .g from prm , p onto t , p , g p s p such that for n s 1, 2, . . . , rr m , 1r
we have
1
i a ) a 1 y .n m nn  /2
p sin m t 1n
ii f ( g t dt - .  .  .Hn nt 2 .2 k q1 prmm nn
kmn 1 2 ip
iii a I y f ( g q u .  .  .n m n  /i mnis1
2 i y 1 p 1 .
y f ( g q u - . n /m 2n
p
for all u g 0, y e .m n /mn
 .  . .  .Let h t s f ( g t y f 0q . Then
p psin m t sin m tn n
h t dt F f ( g t dt .  .  .H Ht t .  .2 k q1 prm 2 k q1 prmm n m nn n
p sin m tnq f 0q dt . H t .2 k q1 prmm nn
s I q II .
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n  .If m is chosen so that II - 1r2 , then ii impliesn n
p sin m t 1nXii h t dt - . .  .Hn ny1t 2 .2 k q1 prmm nn
 .We suppose m to have been so chosen. Clearly condition iii isn n
equivalent to
kmn 1 2 ip 2 i y 1 p 1 .
Xiii a I y h q u y h q u - .  . n m nn  /  /i m m 2n nis1
 .for all u g 0, prm y e .n m n
 .We now choose m such that 2 k q 1 rm - 1rm ,rq1 m rq1 rrq 1X  .t - t , and i is satisfied. This m may be chosen som , k m , 1 rq1 rq1rq 1 m rrq1
 .  X .large that ii and ii are satisfied when g is extended as therq1 rq1
w . xincreasing linear mapping of 2 k q 1 prm , prm ontom rq1 rrq 1w x  X .b , t , where b g t , t and is sufficiently close torq1 m , 1 rq1 m , k m , 1r rq1 m rrq1
t .m , 1r
We now extend g as an increasing, continuous, piecewise linear function
w  . x w xfrom prm , 2k q 1 prm onto t , b in a manner analo-rq1 m rq1 m rq1rq 1 rq1
w  . xgous to the definition of g on prm , 2k q 1 prm . The slope of g on1 m 11w  . xeach interval iprm , i q 1 prm y e is chosen so small thatrq1 rq1 m rq 1
 .  X .iii and hence iii holds.rq1 rq1
 4Thus we see that we can define an increasing sequence of integers mn
 .  X .  X .with properties i , ii , and iii for all n. We extend the definition ofn n n
 . w x  .g t on 0, p by setting g 0 s 0. We now claim that for this sequence
 4m and the g constructed here,n
p psin m t sin m tn n




To see this we consider
p sin m t sin m t .2 k q1 prmn nm nnh t dt s h t dt .  .H Ht t0 0
p sin m tnq h t dt .H t .2 k q1 prmm nn
s A q B.
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 4By Lemma 4 there exists a sequence u , 0 - u - prn y e , such that An n n
Ï .  .is equiconvergent with 1rp H u . Given a fixed u we can find a pointn n n
U  .  U . nof continuity of H , u g 0, prn y e , such that H u y 1r2 -n n n n n
Ï  .H u . For if u is a point of continuity of the regulated function H , thenn n n n
U U Ï .  .we may choose u s u , in which case H u s H u and the inequalityn n n n n n
holds. If u is a point of discontinuity of H , then we may choose u U closen n n
to u so that the inequality holds. Thusn
1
UÏH u ) H u y .  .n n n n n2
1 1
X) a y y by property iii . .m nn nn 2 2
1 1
) a 1 y y by property i . . .nn ny1 /2 2
Therefore
1 1ÏA s H u q o 1 ) a q o 1 . .  .  .n np p
ny1   X ..Since B - 1r2 by property ii , we haven
1
A q B ) a q o 1 , .
p
implying
p sin m t an
lim inf f ( g t y f 0q dt G . .  .  .H t pnª` 0
We will now show that, given p, a regulated function satisfying
 . w xp 0y s 0, we can extend g to be a homeomorphism of yp , p onto
itself with the property that
sin m t0 n
lim sup p( g t dt G 0. .  .H typnª`
 .  .  .Later we will set p t s f t y f 0y .
 .  .Step 1. We claim that we may choose e g 0, pr2 , b g yp , 0 ,1 1
 .  .  .m , and d g yp , 0 such that if g yp s yp , g ypr2 y e s b ,n 1 1 11
 . w xg ypr2 s d , and g is linear on the intervals yp , ypr2 y e and1 1
w x w xypr2 y e , ypr2 , then, no matter how g is defined on ypr2, 0 ,1
sin m t0 n1p( g t dt - 1. .  .H typ
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To see this we first write
sin m t sin m typr2 ypr2yen n11 1p( g t dt s p( g t dt .  .  .  .H Ht typ yp
sin m typr2 n1q p( g t dt .  .H typr2ye1
s A q B .1 1
Now
sin m typr2ye n1 1A s p( g t y p ypq q p ypq dt .  .  .  .H1 typ
2
F C sup p t y p ypq q p ypq . .  .  .
mypFtFb n1 1
The first term can be made small be choosing b close enough to yp .1
The second is small for large m . B can be made small by choosing en 1 11
small, for
sin m t 2ypr2 n1B s p( g t dt F e sup p t . .  .  .H1 1t pypr2ye  .1 tg yp , 0
For the rest,
sin m t p0 n1p( g t dt F sup p t m .  .  .H n1t 2ypr2  .tg d , 01
w xno matter what g is on ypr2, 0 . For a fixed m we can make thisn1
< <quantity small if d is small. Thus we can find e , d , b , and m so that1 1 1 1 n1
sin m t0 n1p( g t dt - 1, .  .H typ
w xregardless of the definition of g on ypr2, 0 .
Step 2. We now choose b , e , m , and d and define g on2 2 n 22w xypr2, ypr4 so that
sin m t 10 n2p( g t dt - , .  .H t 2yp
w xindependent of the definition of g on ypr4, 0 .
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 .For e g 0, pr4 , b and d such that d - b - d - 0, set2 2 2 1 2 2
 .  .g ypr4 y e s b , g ypr4 s d and extend g to be linear on the2 2 2
w x w xintervals ypr2, ypr4 y e and ypr4 y e , ypr4 .2 2
Let
sin m typr4 ypr4ye ypr4n 22p( g t dt s ??? q .  .H H Htypr2 ypr2 ypr4ye2
s A q B .2 2
Now
sin m typr4ye n2 2A s p( g t y p d q q p d q dt .  .  .  .H2 1 1 typr2
p d q C9 .1F C sup p t y p d q q . .  .1 m . ntg d , b 21 2
The first term can be made small if b is close enough to d . The second2 1
can be made small if m is large enough. Nown2
sin m typr4 n2B s p( g t dt .  .H2 typr4ye2
4
F e sup p t , .2 p  .tg yp , 0
so B can be made small if e is small. Also2 2
sin m t0 n2p( g t dt F sup p t m .  .  .H n2typr4  .tg d , 02
and for a fixed m this can be made small if d is small. These valuesn 22
may be chosen so that
sin m t 10 n2p( g t dt - . .  .H t 2yp
We may continue this process so that at the r th step we have
sin m t 10 nrp( g t dt - . .  .H ry1t 2yp
For the g we have just constructed, we then have
sin m t0 nrlim p( g t dt s 0. .  .H trª` yp
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 .  .  .  .Let p t s f t y f 0y . Then p 0y s 0 and, by the above argument,
we have
sin m t0 n
lim sup f ( g t y f 0y dt G 0. .  .  .H typnª`
Now
p1 sin nt
S 0; f ( g s f ( g t dt q o 1 .  .  .Hn p typ
p1 sin nt
s f ( g t y f 0q dt .  .  .H
p t0
1 sin nt0




lim sup S 0; f ( g G . .n 2pnª`
If the Fourier series of f ( g were to converge at x s 0, it would
 . .  .necessarily converge to f ( g 0 s f 0 s 0. Hence the Fourier series of
f ( g must diverge at x s 0. This proves our
THEOREM. If f is regulated then f ( g has an e¨erywhere con¨ergent
 .Fourier series for e¨ery homeomorphism g if and only if lim a I s 0nª` n
for e¨ery system I, i.e., if and only if f is GW.
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